Abstract-Autonomous robot navigation in unstructured outdoor environments is a challenging area of active research. The navigation task requires identifying safe, traversable paths which allow the robot to progress toward a goal while avoiding obstacles. Machine learning techniques-in particular, classifier ensembles-are well adapted to this task, accomplishing nearto-far learning by augmenting near-field stereo readings in order to identify safe terrain and obstacles in the far field. Composition of the ensemble and subsequent combination of model outputs in this dynamic problem domain remain open questions. Recently, Ensemble Selection has been proposed as a mechanism for selecting and combining models from an existing model library and shown to perform well in static domains. We propose the adaptation of this technique to the time-evolving data associated with the outdoor robot navigation domain. Important research questions as to the composition of the model library, as well as how to combine selected models' outputs, are addressed in a two-factor experimental evaluation. We evaluate the performance of our technique on six fully labeled datasets, and show that our technique outperforms memoryless baseline techniques that do not leverage past experience.
I. INTRODUCTION Autonomous robot navigation in unstructured outdoor environments is a challenging area of active research and is currently unsolved. The navigation task requires identifying safe, traversable paths which allow the robot to progress toward a goal while avoiding obstacles (Fig. 1) . Stereo is an effective tool in the near field, but for smooth long-range trajectory planning or fast driving, an approach is needed to understand far-field terrain as well.
The data in this problem domain differ from those in traditional static contexts because the incoming image data have a temporal component (future test data is unknown). Further, the data are associated with concept drift, where the underlying distribution of the data and target concept can and do change over time. Tracking such drifting concepts, handling abrupt changes in the target concept, and recognizing recurring contexts all present unique challenges not present in static domains.
One approach to address the far-field terrain identification problem is to apply machine learning techniques to achieve
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{janem, grudic}@cs.colorado.edu near-to-far learning by augmenting near-field Stereo readings with learned classifications of the appearance of safe terrain and obstacles in the far field. Classifier ensembles [1] containing multiple learned models can be employed as a mechanism to apply previously learned experience in this regard, enabling increased far-field terrain classification performance while also providing a capability to address both drifting and recurring concepts.
Our previous work [2] , [3] , [4] frames this problem as a supervised machine learning problem, where features based on image color are used to classify traversable terrain and obstacles in the far field. This previous work motivated the use of classifier ensembles by demonstrating the shortcomings of first-order single-model techniques, where a single model is trained on near-field stereo data for the current image, evaluated over the remainder of the image (including the far field) to obtain terrain predictions, and then subsequently discarded. In particular, with these memoryless single-model approaches, there is no way to identify obstacles in the far field unless there are examples of those obstacles in the near field. Because this is not always the case, basic approaches to this problem lead to a common failure mode in outdoor autonomous navigation where incorrect trajectories are followed due to short-sightedness [5] .
This paper explores in more detail the use of classifier ensembles to learn and store terrain models over time. These ensembles are constructed dynamically from a model library that is maintained as an autonomous vehicle navigates terrain towards some goal. The models in the ensemble are selected from the library and their outputs combined, dynamically and in real-time, in a manner designed to optimize predictive performance on far-field terrain. Towards this end, an adaptation of Ensemble Selection [6] is proposed as an automatic means of selecting and combining models from an existing model library.
The contribution of this research is three-fold; in this paper, we:
1) Propose the adaptation of Ensemble Selection to dynamic environments, and demonstrate its effective use in the outdoor robot navigation problem domain; 2) Conduct experiments to answer important questions for the community, in particular, (a) whether or not previously learned models on similar terrain can be leveraged to boost performance, and (b) how to best combine the outputs of multiple models selected from the library; and 3) Contribute natural, hand-labeled datasets taken from the problem domain and shown to contain time-varying concepts. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec. II, relevant background information is provided. In Sec. III, Ensemble Selection and its adaptation to dynamic environments is described. The experimental approach is outlined in Sec. IV, and the results of the experiments are presented in Sec. V. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in Sec. VI.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Related Work
Scenarios associated with drifting concepts are not uncommon, and a number of contemporary approaches have been designed to address them, including those based ensemble methods; Widmer and Kuncheva provide good conceptual reviews [7] , [8] .
The Streaming Ensemble Algorithm (SEA) [9] maintains a single dynamic ensemble of models in memory. The similar Weighted Classifier Ensemble Algorithm (WCEA) [10] , for use in mining concept-drifting data streams, assigns weights to the experts and uses a weighted average. Both will have difficulty in environments where the target concept changes rapidly, since the contribution of out-of-date models will remain for some time until finally diminishing (via weighting or pruning). In contrast, Ensemble Selection can adapt immediately to sudden changes in the target concept since it is able to freely choose the most appropriate models from the entire library for each new incoming image.
DARPA's Learning Applied to Ground Robots (LAGR) program [5] saw many teams address the outdoor autonomous navigation problem in diverse ways. Appearancebased near-to-far learning was one such approach (described below in Sec. II-B), but other approaches showed strong merit as well [11] . Because Ensemble Selection is not coupled to the actual classifier or features used, it holds promise for alternative learning-based ensemble terrain classification techniques.
B. Canonical Near-to-Far Learning with Stereo
Canonical near-to-far learning using stereo [4] is illustrated in Fig. 2 . For a given RGB image (a), stereo disparity is computed using a stereo camera pair. A groundplane model is fit and subtracted out, resulting in an estimate of groundplane deviation (b). Near-field stereo labels from both the groundplane and obstacle classes are extracted according to small and large groundplane deviation values, respectively (c). The near-field stereo labels are sampled to create a balanced training set, features are extracted from the image at these sampled stereo points, and a machine learning model is trained on the resulting training data. Finally, the classifier is evaluated over the remainder of the image, including the far field, to arrive at a final terrain classification (d).
In its canonical form, the above procedure is a single model, memoryless approach whereby a single model is trained on an image, applied to that image, and then discarded; the model is not stored for later use. In contrast, a more sophisticated approach will apply multiple previously learned models to a single image [2] . A general formulation for this ensemble approach is given below. The proposed algorithm, Ensemble Selection, builds directly on the principles covered in the section below and is presented afterwards in Sec. III.
C. General Formulation of the Ensemble Approach
Classifier ensembles can be a powerful mechanism for increasing the effectiveness of machine learning techniques in a variety of problem domains. An ensemble can be constructed in a variety of ways; for example, it can be dynamically created over time in response to the incoming data stream. Alternatively, a library of one or more models may already exist in memory, and ensembles can be selected from this library to optimize performance on the current test data. These two approaches can also be combined; in this case, a library of models is available but is also modified on-line by adding new models over time (and, if appropriate, pruning irrelevant models from the library).
The procedure for evaluating a classifier ensemble on an incoming test point x is more involved than for the single model case outlined above. The procedure is described below and is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
First, the classifier ensemble must be formed. This is referred to as model selection. Generally, for a library L containing M models, an ensemble E of K models is selected from L, where K ≤ M . In practice, K can be fixed [2] ; alternatively, K can be determined automatically as provided for in certain algorithms, e.g., the Ensemble Selection algorithm considered in this paper.
The K individual models that are selected to compose E are referred to as experts or constituent classifiers. As a basic example, as shown in Fig. 3 , each model in L could be scored on its performance on validation data for the current image, with the top K scoring models selected for the final ensemble (in the example, K = 4). (Ensemble Selection accomplishes this model selection in a more elaborate manner.)
After model selection is performed, the ensemble is ready to be applied to the current task (image). Each of the selected models
The raw output of a particular model M at a test point x is denoted z; hence, the output of the model M on multiple test points X is denoted z, a vector. Finally the output of all K models M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M K on test matrix X is denoted Z, a matrix of model output values representing the uncombined ensemble output on a collection of test points (here, pixels in an image), i.e., Z = E(X).
The uncombined final output Z, when combined, is denoted by q and is a composite function of each individual constituent classifier's raw output. Arriving at q from Z is referred to as model combination. In the most basic sense, model combination can be a simple average of the raw outputs of each model over the test points (appropriate when outputs are scaled to [0, 1]). Alternatively, a weighted average can be used, resulting in some experts having stronger influence (i.e., more say) in the final ensemble output. A third approach uses the value of the most confident model on a pointwise basis. All three approaches are considered in the experimental study described in this paper.
D. Characteristics of Data in Dynamic Environments
The problem domain is associated with a dynamic, or timeevolving, environment. In contrast to many common static scenarios, the data dealt with in this paper are associated with some unique characteristics:
Large-scale. The data arrive in the form of images at a rate of up to 30 frames/sec; image resolution can vary, but 320×240 or 640×480 is typical.
Temporal and Batch-Oriented. The data arrive sequentially and in batches, or chunks, corresponding to the pixels of a single incoming image. Future data is not known.
Real-Time. The data must be processed in real-time. There is generally not time to resample data on-line. Processing and taking action on the most recent incoming image (frame) is critical, since the robot will be physically moving and obstacle avoidance and path planning are time-sensitive. Noisy. Noise can enter into the system in any number of ways, e.g., via sensor hardware (cameras) or inconsistent training data labels (due to stereo processing artifacts).
Drifting and Recurring Concepts. The underlying distribution of the incoming data will change over time. These changes can be gradual (the current terrain slowly evolves) or abrupt (the lighting changes). Contexts can also be recurring since terrain may gradually drift back to what the robot had previously traversed.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH AND MOTIVATION
A. Ensemble Selection for Dynamic Environments
Caruana et al. recently proposed an algorithm called Ensemble Selection [6] , [12] , an approach for optimizing overall predictive performance on test data by carefully selecting an ensemble of models from a pre-built library of models. Ensemble Selection was originally described for use in static environments. The adaptation of Ensemble Selection to dynamic environments such as the problem domain is novel. The basic Ensemble Selection procedure is reproduced below [6] : 1) Start with the empty ensemble. 2) Add to the ensemble the model in the library that maximizes the ensemble's performance to the error metric on a hillclimb (validation) set. 3) Repeat Step 2 for a fixed number of iterations or until all of the models have been used. 4) Return the ensemble from the nested set of ensembles that has maximum performance on the hillclimb (validation) set.
Thus, Ensemble Selection proceeds in a forward greedy stepwise manner.
The above procedure adapts well to the dynamic robot navigation problem domain. First, the robot starts a new mission with either an empty model library or one that has been pre-populated with previously learned models (Sec. III-D). The robot's navigational loop, updated to include the Ensemble Selection procedure, then becomes: 1) Acquire a new image from the camera system. Using near-field stereo labels, train a new model on the image and add this model to the model library (Sec II-B). 2) Start with the empty ensemble.
3) Add to the ensemble the model in the library that maximizes the ensemble's performance to the mean CCA metric (Sec. III-F) on a validation set of nearfield stereo labels taken from the current image. 4) Repeat Step 3 until one of the stopping criteria has been met (Sec. III-G). 5) Apply each model in the resulting ensemble to the remainder of the image (Sec. III-H). 6) Combine each model's output to obtain a final terrain classification (Sec. III-I) and repeat Step 1.
Apparent in the algorithm is an inherent lack of parameterization; Ensemble Selection is considered for this reason to be automatic for the terrain classification task, a major advantage in this problem domain where optimal values for parameters are usually task/scene-dependent. The automatic nature of Ensemble Selection, combined with excellent demonstrated performance in the literature on static domains, forms the basis for its proposed use in this problem domain.
A high-level demonstration of the algorithm's operation in the context of the outdoor robot navigation task is given below.
B. Overview of Algorithm Operation
Consider the following scenario, taken directly from the results. An experimental run is conducted on one of the datasets (Sec. IV-C) using Ensemble Selection. Although the model library is initially empty, models are trained on each incoming image and subsequently added to the library as the experimental run progresses, one model per image. For this example, the experimental run is currently at frame 45, and accordingly model M 45 trained on image I 45 has just been added to the library L. L thus consists of M = 45 models, numbered 1 to 45.
In the context of the above scenario, the iterative operation of Ensemble Selection is illustrated in Table I . In this example, the best single model in the library L of 45 models scored 0.824 using the mean CCA metric on near-field validation data V provided by stereo (see Eqns. 1 and 2). By choosing a subset of models from the ensemble, that score increased monotonically to 0.946 by the time the algorithm terminated, a 15% increase over the best single model. The plot of the increasing ensemble score over time is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The following sections examine the details of the Ensemble Selection algorithm as applied in this research. Table I . This plot shows the mean CCA performance of the overall ensemble as it is iteratively constructed. The single best model alone scores 0.824 on the near-field validation data, while judiciously selecting the composition of the ensemble using Ensemble Selection results in a final ensemble mean CCA of 0.946, a 15% increase over the best single model.
C. Base Learner
Generally, any type of base learner may be used with Ensemble Selection. In fact, when introduced, Ensemble Selection was shown to perform well when the underlying library contained models trained with different machine learning algorithms and with different learning parameters. In this research, ensembles are homogenous in the sense that they contain models from one single type of base learner. (Increasing ensemble diversity by building different types of models could be promising and is an area for future work.)
The base learner used in this research is a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13] using a very fast linear SVM implementation called LIBLINEAR [14] . Further, a special scaling is applied to the decision boundary distances returned by the SVM model in order to obtain probabilistic output. This scaling technique, first proposed by Grudic [15] and later formalized by the authors [2] , is characterized by the use of histograms to approximate the density of the hyperplane distances of the model outputs. The final probabilistic output returned from this scaling method for a given test point x is proportional to the estimate of the density of the training data around x. This scaling thus provides a notion of model applicability of the model for a given test point x. These values can also be directly interpreted as confidence measures in the given output class.
Although other techniques such as Platt's scaling method exist for obtaining probabilistic output from SVM [16] , the density-based approach described above allows for more conservative classification for regions of the image where the model received little or no training, a desirable property in the outdoor robot navigation problem domain.
D. Model Library Composition
Ensemble Selection is designed to operate with the presence of a model library from which appropriate models are selected to form an ensemble. The proper composition of the model library is an open question examined in this research; in particular, we investigate whether or not previously trained models from similar terrain are helpful. Both cases (the library initially pre-populated with models, and the library initially empty) are levels in the Initial Library Type experimental variable (Sec. IV-D).
E. Ensemble Construction
In this approach, model selection is achieved via creation of the ensemble E as prescribed by Ensemble Selection. Prior to ensemble construction, a balanced validation set, here denoted V, is constructed as outlined in Sec. IV-G. The ensemble is iteratively optimized to this data by adding one model at a time from the library L that maximizes the ensemble's performance at each step on V (see Table I ).
F. Scoring Mechanism
During construction of the ensemble E, candidate ensembles must be scored against a validation data set V. The scoring metric used here is Continuous Classification Accuracy (CCA) [2] , a probability metric that is suitable for evaluating classifier performance when the output of the classifier is on [0, 1] and the target class labels are in {0, 1}. Like root mean square error (RMSE), CCA penalizes incorrect high confidence output more so than it does for incorrect low confidence output; the same principle applies for rewarding correct output. CCA is equivalent to standard binary classification accuracy for discrete classifier output in {0, 1}. Higher scores are better.
For a model M, a set of N test points X, and their known class labels y, CCA is defined to be:
where the set of validation points X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , The mean CCA score for the overall ensemble is then the mean of the K individual CCA scores of each model in the ensemble evaluated on the validation data:
where the ensemble E = {M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M K } and the validation set V = {X, y}.
G. Stopping Criteria
Ensemble Selection proceeds with the current iteration until one of the following stopping criteria is met:
1) There is no model in the library that, when added to the ensemble, results in higher ensemble performance compared to just the current ensemble alone; 2) The active ensemble reaches a maximum predetermined size, fixed (by hand) at 16; or 3) While the algorithm is executing, it is interrupted and a final "best-effort" classification answer is requested by the robot. In particular, for the demonstration shown in Table I , the construction of the ensemble stopped after 13 models were added; in this case, it was the first criteria listed above that was the reason for ending the search for E.
H. Evaluation
Once any of the stopping criteria are met, model selection is concluded, and E has been selected from the library. The selected models in E are then each evaluated over the image according to the mechanics of the base learner, resulting in the matrix of uncombined raw model outputs Z (Sec. II-C).
I. Combination of Selected Models
After each model is evaluated over the image, those models' outputs must be combined (forming q from Sec.
II-C). Three methods for performing model combination are examined below. Each method is a level in the Model Combination Method experimental variable (Sec. IV-D).
Unweighted Average. A basic way to combine the outputs of multiple models is to simply take the unweighted average of each model's output at each evaluation point (e.g., as done for the example shown in Fig. 3) .
Maximum Pointwise Confidence. Instead of taking the average of all models in E at each test point, the most confident value is selected. This has the property that, if a model is the most confident for a particular point, its output at that point is used in the final classification. The pointwise operations are independent of each other.
Weighted by Confidence. For this method, the mean model confidence over all points (pixels) in the image is used as the final weight for (a priori belief in) that model for the current image. The intuition here is that such a measure is an overall indicator of the model's applicability to the current scene. The final combined output is then a weighted average of each model's output at each evaluation point.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. Research Objectives
This paper aims to provide answers to the following research questions:
• Does the proposed adaptation of the Ensemble Selection algorithm work in dynamic environments, such as the problem domain? • Can careful selection of models via Ensemble Selection outperform single-model, memoryless approaches? • Does the existence of any previously learned models of similar terrain in the library help performance? • Does the manner in which models are combined result in any significant performance differences?
B. Experimental Approach
To answer these questions, an experimental framework was developed. The following points are central to this framework:
Real data. Experiments are to be performed on image sequences taken from outdoor scenarios using standard hardware found on existing robot platforms.
Varied datasets. Different terrain poses different problems, and a variety of terrain, seen under different lighting conditions, is necessary to fully test any approach.
Hand-labeled "ground truth" images. To produce meaningful performance metrics and comparisons, groundtruth data is required. In this study we evaluate the output of the proposed technique against test images hand-labeled by a human. Training and testing data are always kept separate.
Randomized experiments. In this paper, three randomized experiments are used to determine mean algorithm performance and the associated variance due to randomness present in various parts of the system.
C. Datasets
Algorithms designed for time-evolving domains have a history of being evaluated on synthetic data, e.g., the "moving hyperplane" class of artificial dataset [10] , where concept drift is introduced manually and any correlation to real-world problems is unestablished. This motivated the creation of natural datasets taken from the problem domain. The natural datasets used here are taken from actual logged test runs by robots competing in the DARPA LAGR program [5] , and have been shown to contain time-varying (drifting) concepts [4] . These datasets are part of the contribution of this paper.
Overall, three scenarios are considered. Each scenario is associated with two distinct datasets, each representing a different lighting condition. Hence, there are six datasets total. The terrain appearing in the datasets varies greatly, with combinations of ground plane type (mulch vs. dirt vs. woods), foliage, natural obstacles (trees, dense shrubs) and man-made obstacles (hay bales). Lighting conditions range from overcast with good color definition (e.g, DS1B), to very sunny, causing shadows and saturation (e.g., DS2A). Additional descriptions and representative images of each dataset are available [4] . Each dataset consists of a 100-frame hand-labeled image sequence. Each image was manually labeled, with each pixel being placed into of three classes: Obstacle, Groundplane, or Unknown. If it was difficult for a human to tell what a certain area of an image was-even when using context-then that region was labeled as Unknown.
The datasets, hand-labelings, and a tool to aid in labeling have all been made publicly available on the web [17] . They are in MATLAB format and include both pre-calculated stereo masks and feature images for ease of use. They can also be used directly in future comparison studies.
D. Experimental Variables
In addition to the general goal of empirically demonstrating the performance of the proposed approach, the experiments are further associated with two experimental variables, or factors:
Initial Library Type. The first factor is the initial library type, described in Sec. III-D. This factor addresses whether or not the library L, at the start of the experimental run, is pre-populated with models from similar (but not identical) terrain. If so, those pre-populated models will be available from the onset of the experimental run for selection into the ensemble E and subsequent application to incoming images. If not, then only models from the current terrain will be available. In both cases, models from the current run are added to the library as the run progresses, one model per image. The two levels are shown in the results data as Populated and Empty, respectively (Table II) .
Combination Method. The second factor is the model combination method, described in Sec. III-I. This factor has three levels: Unweighted Average, Maximum Pointwise Confidence, and Weighted by Confidence.
E. Feature Extraction Technique
In this research, the feature extraction method is fixed as color histogram [4] , [18] . Color histogram features perform well for this task [2] and are very efficient to compute. Alternative color space representations (e.g., HSV) and features (e.g., texture) can also be used for appearance-based terrain segmentation, but these are not formally investigated here.
F. Performance Metric
The performance metric used in this study is Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) [19] , a summary statistic associated with ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves [20] . AUC is an excellent, well-calibrated ranking metric appropriate for use in this domain where the penalty for false positives versus false negatives has not been clearly established and may further be scene-dependent.
G. Balanced Training and Validation Sets
In these experiments, training and validation sets are always created with a balanced class distribution, containing an equal number of groundplane and obstacle examples. 
H. Far-Field Evaluation and the Far-Field Band
In general, the aim of this research is to understand terrain in the far field, since traditional stereo approaches are generally able to identify obstacles in the near field. The region in image that represents the far field in the datasets used in these experiments is defined to be the area in the image that corresponds to beyond 10m of the robot, but within 100m. In front of this region is the near field, handled adequately by stereo. Further back from this region are typically areas above the horizon line. In between these extremes lies the far-field band. Only pixels in the far-field band are taken into account when scoring algorithm output in the experiments.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Raw experimental data for the study are given in Table II . Overall, the data are indicative of very strong performance of the Ensemble Selection algorithm as adapted for the terrain classification task. In particular, the performance shown here is significantly better overall than the single-model, nonensemble results previously published [4] , which used the same datasets and experimental approach.
Surprisingly, there was no statistically significant difference in the results for starting an experimental run with an empty library, versus starting it with a pre-populated library of models taken from similar terrain (but not from the actual current dataset). That is not to say, necessarily, that such models would not be useful in a classification context; it may point to a shortcoming of Ensemble Selection's ability to correctly select and apply previously learned terrain models. Another possibility is that those models may overfit to the validation data, and thus generalize poorly in the far field (where the experimental evaluation takes place in this study). We speculate that the most useful models for the current image are probably terrain models learned most recently on the actual current course. Certainly, these indifferent results for this experimental variable do not support the additional computational burden that was observed. Fig. 5 compares the output of Frame 1 of DS3A for the two different starting library scenarios. The image on the left shows reasonable classification, and is achieved by just a single model built on the actual frame. The image on the right shows terrain classified by multiple models selected from a pre-populated ensemble of models from similar terrain. Here, these models are useful; the segmentation appears more robust, more confident, and areas of uncertainty in the far-field in the first image are filled in in the second. This particular case demonstrates the power of leveraging previously learned terrain models to achieve better far-field classification.
The most significant result of the study was a clear difference in the performance of the model combination methods. Overall, the unweighted average model combination mechanism was the best performer, and this was a statistically significant result at the 90% confidence level. Weighting by confidence was a close second (and, for some datasets, did not perform statistically better or worse than an unweighted average). Taking the maximum confidence value at each point resulted in the worst performance overall and also for each dataset. The message here is clear; this factor is significant, and a simple average yields the best results. Fig. 6 compares the three different model combination methods for Frame 50 of DS1B. The unweighted average output shows more conservative classification, particularly in areas that are strongly misclassified in the other two model combination methods (e.g., the lower left region of the image).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed the adaptation of Ensemble Selection, initially designed for static domains, to the dynamic, timeevolving environments associated with terrain classification in the outdoor robot navigation problem domain. This algorithm was selected because of demonstrated performance in static problem domains and also because it is an automatic approach to addressing the model selection and model combination challenges involved in leveraging classifier ensembles for terrain segmentation in drifting environments. The results of the experimental analysis support three primary conclusions. First, Ensemble Selection is an effective technique to apply multiple model learning to the terrain segmentation task. Its performance exceeds previously published results for single-model, memoryless approaches. Second, the presence of pre-computed models available in the library at the start of an experimental run did not result overall in any statistically significant performance differences. Third, the model combination technique was a significant factor in the experiments and the unweighted average combination method was found to result in the best performance.
Finally, this paper contributes six novel, hand-labeled, natural datasets to the community. These datasets are taken from the problem domain and provide a basis for future comparison studies.
Future work will focus on three primary areas. First, we plan to investigate and quantify any performance benefit derived from including different types of models in the library. For example, both decision trees and SVM models could be included in the library, resulting in more diverse, heterogeneous ensembles.
The second research direction will explore approaches for minimizing overfitting of the selected ensemble on near-field validation data which can result in reduced accuracy in the far field; various mechanisms for doing so are discussed in the existing Ensemble Selection literature [6] , [12] .
Finally, although Ensemble Selection is an excellent performer, this performance comes with an increased computational cost. Anecdotally, the algorithm runs in real time for typical scenarios, but scales poorly for increasingly large model libraries. Future work will characterize this performance more rigorously and will also consider optimizations to the basic algorithm that will allow it to scale better.
